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Are You all Set for KumAJET?
KumAJET
Hey KumaJETs! I’d like to introduce
you to the new KumAJET and our
plans for making Kumamoto a great
experience for you all.

We will also do our best to provide a
welcoming environment for nonKumAJETs and Japanese people to enjoy.
With your help and participation we can
create memories that people will be talking about for years. Seriously, we have a
Facebook, an official website, and an Instagram. It will be impossible for you to
forget us.

This year we have a lot of new
board members with great visions and
skills. We will start by providing more
events with more diversity. For those
who like to hike, hop in your boots. For
those who like to give back to those in
need, slip on your work gloves. For
those who like to dance, teach me
how to dougie.
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Erika

Egner

From top to bottom;
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Dragonboat, Tottori Sand, Climb
and To the Finish.

Kona Kona Café:
More than a Trendy Café
Erin Dillon and George Leach

If you’re a long time reader of the YOKA you’re well aware that Amakusa can be an, err,
interesting place to live. With one of the highest concentrations of the elderly in the prefecture
(and routinely the highest in depopulation percentages!) it can defy logic that we have so many
poppin’ small businesses. But it is precisely because of how cheap it is to live here that so many
great businesses can start up and flourish.
Today’s great Amakusa recommendation is Kona Kona Café. Yes, another café. Sorry, we promise
this is our last article about a café. (Unless another pops up that we wanna recommend before
the next publication.) Kona Kona Café is a Hawaiian themed café conveniently located in Hondo,
our major town where most of the ALTs currently reside. It has a wide array of delicious food
and amazing coffee. T he barista is incredibly kind and funny and will happily take care of you
regardless of your dietary desires or restrictions (yay!). T he family that owns and operates the
café is equally amiable and will happily chat with you if they happen to be in the store. It is a
café that is perfect for a delicious meal, a good study session, or a great conversation. T he prices
are quite reasonable, too!

If you went to the Managing Cultural Fatigue presentation at SDC this year you will know
that it was run by the Amakusa area leaders (hey, what’s up). In our super amazing presentation we mentioned the need to have somewhere to go (besides your home) to make your
new village/town/city truly feel like home. And for the longest time we didn’t realize that we
had found ours. Kona, as Erin’s affectionate and lazy-a** likes to call it, has become a huge
part of our daily life in Amakusa despite living about a 25 minute (George) or an hour (Erin)
drive away from it.

From left to right;
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Nachos, “Old ALT. New Décor”
and Purple Yam Pancakes.

Erin’s Story
My relationship started with Kona simply because it was rumored to have
root beer (Spoiler Alert: if they ever did, they don’t now). Soon enough I
found myself going any time that I had to run to Hondo. Because of
where I lived that was a minimum of once a week so that I could stock
up on groceries or just do my laundry. (Note: if you ever complain about
living in the sticks and then tell me you have a coin laundry near you, I
will probs ugly cry at you.)
Eventually, (probably sooner rather than later) my trips to Hondo revolved
around whether or not Kona would be open. If I could talk to my favorite barista and drink some delicious coffee then chances were that I was
making the trip up to Hondo. I transitioned to calling my faithful barista by
his first name, and then giving him a nickname (which he has never protested so he better like it). Soon enough I was giving the family nicknames,
too. Each time I was there they greeted me affectionately. T his is, no
doubt, in part because a healthy portion of my paycheck went straight to
theirs.
And soon (actually way longer than it should have taken but I am dense
sometimes) I realized that Kona had become like home to me. It was my
escape within Amakusa. I always felt comfortable and relaxed. When
other people came in they were the guests and visitors. They were the

I belonged. I was
part of the Kona family.
outsiders, not me. .
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George’s Story
My history with Kona Kona was relatively preordained with how popular it was among Amakusan ALTs before my arrival. The trail had already been blazed. I think it was one of my
first visits to Kona that I ordered a straight espresso. This had never been done before so a
reasonable price for the double espresso had to be negotiated. When it was served, the barista
watched me intently.

Apparently he had never witnessed someone drink straight espresso
before.
Having tasted it, I gave my approval of the bitter libation and created a look of shock on the
Japanese face hovering over me. I think to this day he still doubts my actual love of such a
bitter beverage.
Differing taste palates aside, my relationship with Kona deepened through a mutual love of
football. No, not the American one. The one actually played with the feet. The barista and I
have spent hours discussing the latest soccer match, player transfers, and international tournaments. We are both fans of the British Premier League, though our teams are bitter London
rivals. Fortunately this rivalry translates to friendly banter and not a ban from the café. At
the very least we can agree on our hatred of Tottenham.

Whenever I’m at Kona Kona the barista has taken to putting the latest match on the television, preempting the standard Hawaiian music and travel shows. The very first time this happened I knew I had made a home. I was part of the family. Whenever the dreaded phase
2 pops up I know I can soothe my mind with an espresso – caffeine works wonders on
stress, you know – and a mutual love of the beautiful game. Kona Kona is a home away from
home and a sanctuary from cultural fatigue.
We can’t appropriately put into words how much Kona means to us. Whether it’s watching
soccer games while other patrons quietly eat their pancakes (sorry about it); waltzing in just to
spend an hour talking about old-man dogs before ordering; or attending a wedding with your
new family and friends, Kona has been a huge, unforgettable, and irreplaceable part of all our
lives here in Japan. And on top of that feel-good-itude it easily has some of the best coffee
and food around. So, next time you’re in Amakusa – which is hopefully sooner rather

than later – absolutely grab some coffee or a bite at Kona Kona Café.
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Mahalo.

Susannah Roberts

From top to
bottom;
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Kugino Lantern
Festival, Day’s
End in Aso and
Kugino, Minamata

Summer
Vacation
Zak Repman
Summers in Kumamoto can
sometimes seem like a life and
death struggle with the heat and
humidity. Despite being from Texas, a state which has quite a
reputation as a sweltering desert,
I grew accustomed to compensating for the extreme heat
with ungodly amounts of air conditioning. However, looking beyond
the brutal heat and sparing use
of climate control, summertime in
Japan has another conundrum
unique to JETs: What to do during summer vacation?

other part of Japan and take in
the sights and smells of a new
corner of the country. If you
are the type of person who likes
to make good use of their passport, look into a trip to South
Korea, the Philippines, Vietnam, or
another country on this side of
the world. Even a few days
away from home can be very
reinvigorating!

my to pursue our interests and
hobbies.

So do some research and do
your best to make the most
of your time this summer!

Now that we’ve covered the
really fun stuff, what to do
with your remaining time? The
possibilities really are endless, so dig
deep and find something that
suits your personal tastes. Study
Japanese, read a book, catch up
on the news, plan a fun new
lesson for the next school term,
get to know your co-workers,
drop by your school’s club activities and talk to the students,
throw on your workout clothes
and train with the students, plan
a welcome party for the new
arrivals in your area (if you are
staying), write out a helpful guide
for your successor (if you are
leaving), work on your resume, or
anything else that strikes your
fancy. If you aren’t sure about
whether your intended activity
would be condoned at your
school/BoE, ask your supervisor
beforehand, but in my experience
as long as you are doing something that promotes personal development or fosters a good relationship with staff and students,
there shouldn’t be any problems.

While I enjoy a break from the
routine of classes and lesson planning as much as the next person,
spare a very lucky few who are
given leave to not show up for
work, the rest of us have to
spend at least some of the time
at our base school or board of
education and while away the
time. So the question is this:
what is the best way to spend
all this new-found free time?
First of all, unless you are saving
up vacation days for a big trip, I
definitely recommend taking a
day off here and there to enjoy
a long weekend and explore places that fit your desired level of
comfort. There are a myriad of The summer holiday is a magical
fun places to see even while
time for ALTs, as we are providstaying in Kyushu, or if you are ed a greater degree of autonofeeling a bit more adventurous,
take a low-cost flight to some
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Laura McGhee;
Summer water

This Year is

Canada
Jamie Jové-Viniegra
July 1st is Canada Day. It is a day when we, as Canadians, come together dressed
in red, white, and in maple leaves to celebrate the birthday of our nation. This
year is Canada’s 150th birthday. So while there are many promotions and lots of
excitement back home, quite understandably, there’s not a lot of ruckus here.
Last year I gathered some ALTs in my area and some of my Japanese friends to
have a tiny Canada Day celebration, however the JLPT always lands on the same
weekend that Canada Day does. So it makes a big group get together a bit of a
challenge.
Unfortunately, Kumamoto does not have any Canada Day Events. But Fukuoka
has an annual event that everyone is welcome to attend. The weather seemed to
not want to co-operate but in the end it was sunny and pleasant.
It was nice to see the sea of red and white, Canadian hockey team jerseys, and
other creative Canadian outfits. Everything was Canada themed, from the music
to the food, to even the guest appearance by Anne of Green Gables! There was a
little something for everyone.
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This year they had mouthwatering salmon, poutine, BBQed Canadian beef, pork
and salmon. For dessert they had Nanaimo bars and ice cream with maple syrup
and small bits of bacon tossed on top. They had various different kinds of Canadian beverages too, ranging from the non-alcoholic ginger ale and Timmies (Tim
Horton’s coffee) to whisky, beer and Ontario wines.
It was a great time to meet other people as well as fellow Canadians and talk.
For example there was a quiz about Canada and the prize was maple syrup.
We wanted to win so we made a group. Good thing too because they asked us
when did Canada become a country? Easy 1867! But the options were a.) Edo
Period or b.) Meiji Period…
This stumped quite a few people so we had to ask the people in our group.
Thankfully, we got it correct and moved on to the next round (side note: It
was in the Edo period).
Overall, a good chance to meet all sorts of people. People who are interested in
Canada, who want to speak English, who are married to Canadians, who have
lived/worked/studied in Canada or even those whose friends are Canadian.

If you are free next year and want to check it out, I recommend
coming out to see what it’s all about.
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Jamie
JovéViniegra

Molsen Beer, Lobster claws, Poutine, Nanaimo, Ginger Ale, Tim Hortons
coffee, vanilla ice cream with maple syrup & bacon bits, Ontario wine,
BBQ salmon & beef wraps and Canadian Whiskey.
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Taifuu and You
Jonny Cornish
“By the way, Jonny-sensei, there is going to be a taifuu tomorrow. School will
be closed. You should stay at home.”
Right then. A typhoon is coming. Well, it will be nice to have a relaxing day off,
but maybe I should make sure I have supplies and things to do in my apartment for tomorrow. I wonder if my flimsy windows will be able to withstand
it…
This was me about a month into my JET Programme experience. Being from
the UK, my only experience with typhoons or 台風 (taifuu) was on a trip to
the US east coast, where me and my friend were backpacking and were
forced to inland (we ended up having a great time in Sandusky and then Chicago). We didn’t actually experience it first hand, we were just told by someone at the hostel we were staying at that we should completely avoid going to
a beach for the next week or so.
So, when I was told by the charming older JTE who sat next to me that
there was going to be a “taifuu”, I simultaneously had my mind blown by the
realisation that the English word “typhoon” is from Japanese (or close enough),
but also felt a momentary creep of terror. I was in Japan; exotic land of
many wonderful things, but also earthquakes, tsunami (another word from
Japanese!), typhoons and volcanoes.
After assuring that JTE and then my supervisor that I would not come to
school tomorrow because of it being “closed”, I then had a very confusing next
few days.
The weather for the next day was, at worst, partially windy with some rain.
My windows weren’t smashed, and certainly no cars had been upturned or
trees uprooted.
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The next day at school I arrogantly claimed, “Well that typhoon wasn’t that bad!
Why did school have to be closed for that?
“It didn’t come through Kumamoto, Jonny-sensei.”
“It missed?”
After saying it out loud, I then came to appreciate the unhidden looks of relief
on the faces of all the other teachers. I then also realised I should be taking an
active interest in typhoons, rather than just taking the word of my desk-buddy
and leaving the rest to my imagination.
My supervisor told me about this website, and also that typhoons tend to come
close to Kyushu at a rate of about one every other week during summer (from
around early July to late September). After some research, I found that they
tend to follow a path that looks more or less like the image below. They form
way south-east of Japan, but whenever they approach Kyushu, it is always a
dice roll as to whether they will pass west of Kyushu, hitting Nagasaki and Amakusa and then up to Korea, come straight across Kumamoto and Fukuoka going
north, or go east of Kyushu (like in the image below), hitting Miyazaki, Shikoku
and then go on to Honshu.

Also, it came to light that, despite the school having been “closed”, almost every
other teacher had come to school. Not coming to school after being told not to
due to a dangerous weather event clearly actually means, “Students won’t be
coming to school tomorrow, but you are still expected to come. If you don’t turn
up it will be counted as nenkyu (annual paid leave)”.
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The subtle points I was hoping would be gleaned from the above were twofold.
Firstly, asking around about typhoons, researching them yourself and tracking
them whenever they occur should be part of your usual Kumamoto summer
routine. This goes not only for typhoons but also heavy rainfall. The most dangerous part of these weather events are the flooding and landslides that can
occur afterwards. Be sure to ask about any warnings regarding floods 洪水
(kouzui) and landslides 土砂崩れ (doshakuzure). Although much of the time typhoons “miss”, sometimes they don’t. Even when they do, they might “miss” one
part of the prefecture but not another. Complacency over typhoons always
“missing” and then going outside and finding yourself in the midst of one is not a
wise course of action.
Secondly, whenever you are told not to come to school for some reason, it is
almost always the case that some of your nenkyu is about to be extinguished.
Whether it is because you seem to be ill and “should take the day off” or that
a typhoon is coming and “school will be closed”, always be sure to ask, “Is it going
to count as nenkyu?”
In the least, I hope I have now sent you on a Wikipedia odyssey about what
typhoons are and how they form, typhoons in Japan, or perhaps a kumamotojet.com jaunt into disaster preparation and your contract and different types
of leave.

Links mentioned above:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon#Etymology_and_usage
http://www.jma.go.jp/en/typh/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Typhoons_in_Japan
http://kumamotojet.com/shin/index.php/living-in-kumamoto/safety/disaster-preparedness/
http://kumamotojet.com/shin/index.php/living-in-kumamoto/other-frequently-asked-questions/
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Tanya
Leonard

Clockwise from left;
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White rose, Minamata; Beautiful rose , Tanoura
Ashikita; Minamata Rose Garden; Oranges, Tanoura
Ashikita; Crane flying, Tsunagi; Kaimondake Volcano, Kagoshima and Rose Garden, Minamata.

Tanya
Leonard

Closewise from left;
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Sand & flower festival, Minamisatsuma Kagoshima; Kaimondake
Volcano, Kagoshima; Beach, Ashikita and Ibusuki, Kagoshima.

Confessions of a Gaijin
Drama Queen
Sheridan Piltz
You may or may not have heard of the recent Twitter boom, the so called

#gaijinconfessionfriday.

I’m here to assure you in a humorous way

that you’re not the only gaijin that secretly steals umbrellas at the combini.
These are some tweets I found amusing, but definitely check them out for yourself!
@CAFxX

@Trunk_of_funk

“I have shown up in my pajaamas at work. Multiple
times. Nobody noticed.”

“I always think that this umbrella is going to be the last
one I buy.”

@UkuleleShaun

@TrainwreckJP

“If mermaids were real, I feel like the Japanese would
eat them.”

“If I go outside and forget something, I keep my shoes
on when entering my apartment to get it.”

@jenniferhime

@wheatpasted

“Me eating unpeeled grapes and notivcing all mmy
coworkers staring at me with bewildered expressions.”

“I have thrown our garbage larger than 30cm without
the sticker.”

@billyj41

@Toky02

“The longer I stay here the worse my Japanese gets.”

“Sometimes I eat my own omiyage.”

@DistantDystopia

a little addition by myself.

“Japan is sometimes like a country that got to 1998 and I never lock my bike in the hope that someone will
said ‘we like it here, we’re staying.”
steal it and I wont have to deal with getting rid of

it myself.
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Housekeeping -

Tackling the Dreaded Kabi
June Ang
Many of us come from drastically different environments to this lovely place called Kumamoto. Kumamoto itself has a range of diverse climate challenges that make housekeeping seem impossible at times.
Lucky for us, Japan seems to have conquered this huge obstacle by having enormous aisles
of products to choose from. One of my favorite activities on a hot, muggy day is to go
supermarket cruising to check out what are the latest in cleaning products as well as
what discounted produce are available.
Let’s start with tackling the dreaded mold, or better known as ‘kabi’ in Japan. Coming
from Singapore where average humidity seldom falls below 80%, the black stuff that
appears regularly in the shower room and around taps are not unfamiliar to me. The
best method is to remove the source of moisture as soon as it appears, but trust me, it’s
crazily hard to keep on top of things. So, in comes the trusty Kabi Killer!
What is Kabi Killer? It’s a bleach based liquid or tablet that basically kills the mold at the
cellular level. And... Guess what?! Japan has different variations of this! I was amazed at
the sheer variety that exists!
The basic version is literally named ‘Kabi Killer’ in katakana, you can find it everywhere
from 100 yen shops to supermarkets and home centers. They are used mainly in the
shower room, although I have used them around my taps in the powder room and
kitchen. I have found that the more expensive versions works better and faster, this
could be due to the higher concentration of bleach? Although the instructions says to
leave it on mold for 15 minutes and then scrub it out, I have left it up to 12 hours and
simply rinsed the bleach out with plenty of water.

Warning:

Ensure you have adequate ventilation as every bleach-filled breath

you inhale, you are basically corroding your airways.

Tip:

Kabi Killer works best on dry surfaces, sometimes several applications are needed

over several days to get rid of stubborn mold in odd crevices.
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My next favorites in this range of bleach based products are the toilet bleach and the
bleach tablets for the pipes. Toilet bleach, as the name implies, gets rid of the black stains
in the toilet bowl as well as any funky odors that linger when you perform your business
of getting rid of body waste. Bleach tablets are wonderful at getting rid and preventing
funky odors that can come out of kitchen sinks, bath tubs, wash basins and even the inner pipes of your toilet bowl. You just need to pop them down the pipe, watch it foam
like mad and rinse off after allowing the chemical mixture to sit for a while. I generally
use them every 2-3 weeks and they come in a variety of scents, from peach to the
unscented.
My only grouse is that I need to use yet another bleach based solution to get rid of the
oil stains and possible oil residue down my kitchen sink! Yes!! Japan has a bleach solution for
that! Yeah to not scrubbing down the innards of the kitchen sink! According to this particular range of products, it is strong enough to dissolve hair, oil and I’m presuming, any kabi
that is stuck down your kitchen pipes.
Now you have gotten rid of the kabi, how to prevent them from coming back? This is
with regards to the shower room, sink taps can be kept kabi-free by wiping them down
after use. I chanced upon this product that I call a kabi bomb! It touts to keep kabi at
bay for 1-2 months depending on the humidity of your shower room. According to the
labels, it uses silver ions, Ag+, to prevent mold from growing. I have been setting one off
every 2 months and it has done a pretty good job of keeping the kabi at bay. Evidence?
The reduction in the amount of Kabi Killer that I need to spray on the walls of my
shower room, from a weekly affair to almost none after I started using it.
I have also seen patches that you can stick on the ceiling of your shower room to prevent kabi sold in Tokyu Hands. I am unable to comment as I have not tried it myself.
Kabi seems to be ubiquitous as Kumamoto has pretty high humidity all year round. Bleach
based Kabi Killer might not be the most environmentally friendly method but it is the most
effectively at getting rid of it. I have heard that a combination of baking soda and vinegar will also do the trick but vinegar is so much more expensive than what I have used
to paying so bleach it is! To all who have reached this sentence, congratulations and thank
you for reading my musings.

Go away, you darn kabi!
19

Laura McGhee

Clockwise from left;
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The New First Bridge to Amakusa; Flowers & Flowers, Ajisai;
Ashikita Sunset and Buddy.

Tsunagi Map

Susannah Roberts
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Title Unrecovered
Garrett Stanford

The following is the long-winded version of a farewell speech given by Garrett Stanford at the
2017 Meeting for Non-Reappointing JETs (AKA the Leavers Meeting). It was miraculously recovered despite the author’s attempts to destroy it, and has been published here for everyone’s enjoyment and edification.

Last night, I had a dream I was a flower. I lacked all ability to move, entirely at the mercy
of the wind and heavens. I began to relax, letting the sun soak my face. But off in the distance a rumbling began. I felt it rather than heard it, you see, flowers don’t have ears--just
faces. The rumbling grew to a fierce… my good god… BUMBLING. To my horror a horde of enormous bees flew at my face. Writhing and wriggling their hairy yet scaly bodies all over my lovely
flower face. I could do nothing. And suddenly it was so much worse, I realized all of the bees
had the face my eighth grade math teacher and devil incarnate, Mr. Lang. I woke up in a cold
sweat, the feel of math teacher bee legs still faintly felt on my face. What could it mean?
Freud contended that--Excuse me, I believe I am a bit off topic.
As you may well know by now, I am a freak. You may also know Japan’s national identity
strongly associates with the seasons and the passing of time. It also identifies with inappropriately
cute cartoon characters warning you about dangerous things not to touch and artesian snacks,
but I am not going to talk about those today. There is a phrase in Japanese
“binbouhimanashi.” ...Er, or maybe “mononoaware” that expresses “the beauty of the fleeting nature of things.” It’s a beautiful and bittersweet sentiment. We see it dramatically displayed in
the springtime cherry blossoms, tales like Princess Kaguya, and the unwillingness to build houses out
of anything beside wood. I cannot say if Japan’s affinity for this beautiful impermanence is the
cause, but these last two years have been steeped in the distinct flavor of “the beauty of the
fleeting nature of things.”
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Arriving in Japan, I couldn’t say much with confidence, but I could declare I had been
here approximately 47 minutes. Some time passed. The marking of the calendar was therapeutic. Even if I hadn’t accomplished all that much, I could at least declare I had been in
a foreign country for, “at this point, 11 days and 3 hours.” Then it was, “I have been here
for 2 months and 6 days.” The strangest Thanksgiving in my life passed. My beard become
too long for kyuushoku. At some point I had to switch to, “Uh, about a year.” This was confounded of course by the different set of years used. 1 Sometimes I would stare at the
number 28 and wonder how old I was. Time had switched from a running number, to an
approximate indicator of my comfortableness going to the convenience store, driving on the
left side of the road, and ordering my own drinks at the nomikais.

Perhaps it is the nature of our position; the contract, that turns our life into a giant timer
that we must balance so that we don’t overcook ourselves into cynicism or leave the oven
half-cooked and regretful. I remember the difficulty of deciding to stay a second year. It
is odd that the decision to come was so easy, but to stay-on was almost impossible. “Well,
you’ve been here for 5 months, how about 19 more?” The years are awarded like karate
belts. “Who? Her? Five years. Yeah, black belt. Look OUT.” I remember completing my first
year with a sense of pride. I had seen it all. The weather, holidays, the human sacrifice,
seasonal illnesses, more human sacrifice… As my second year began, I immediately found out
that I had decidedly NOT “seen it all” ...but in any case, I had received my belt. I had lasted 12 months (that’s how belts in karate work). I had recontracted and was happy to
have done so. The next 12 month timer was finally ticking again.

1 As it turns out, the Japanese also get confused what year it is, and even what came before 平成. It helps my self-esteem but troubles
my sense for pragmatism.
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Another possible reason for my attention to time is the emphasis placed on seasons in Japan.
Although much more tastefully done than the forceful and aggressively premature advertising
for holidays in my home country of the US. There is no way, not that one would really
want to, to escape the passage of the seasons. Each month is well designated in some capacity--often in delightfully different ways than anything I am used to. Beans are thrown.
Unnerving but friendly family ghosts show up in August. There is Christmas cake and New
Years Cards. If the holidays don’t let you know where you’re at in the Gregorian calendar-it IS theoretically possible that you don’t associate bean throwing with February--then you
can always tell by the “samuku nai?” “samui desu ne” “atsuku nai?” “atsui desu ne” transition
which of the four seasons you are in the midst of.
And don’t fret should that cycle also somehow not make it on your radar, the waxing and
waning of the Kumamoto fauna is sure to remind you. Arrival in August means you are
greeted by a miniature Jurassic Park. Creatures that surely only existed either a.) 4 million
years ago, or b.) in a Ridley Scott film crawl, slime, and slither around your house. The
weather grows colder and the monsters crawl, slime, and slither back to the hell they came
from. You forget that they existed. Until one day, a giant arm is seen sticking out from under the refrigerator or the dog-whistle like piercing of a “cicada” sends you gently off to
sleep, and you must re-realize and re-cope with the little Jurassic Park. Hooray, winter is
over!
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It is fortunate that there are so many helpful reminders of what season it is, for there are
even seasons within seasons. There are various nomikai seasons--something your liver, wallet,
and legs2 have to be careful of. There are the Sports Day seasons. You must be ready to perform or enter at the drop of a boushi. Even the cars are built to last about a year. If your
car DOES survive 12 months, the biannual monster car tax also carries that certain weight of
“the fleeting nature of things.”
For myself, the most formidable passage of time is seen in the growth and departure of your
students. And in some cases the birth. I was always told in varying levels of corniness that
“the kids are the best part of the job,” which I can aver to be true at this point. Of course,
they leave out the “they’re also the worst part of the job.” That being said, the young people
that we work with are undoubtedly the most gratifying part of my time here. Which might
be a no-brainer for most of you, but for me my list of priorities was 1.) Live in Japan, 2.)
teach children, 3.) find out why there are so many inappropriately cute cartoon characters
telling me not to touch dangerous things. Those priorities have inversed. Two years is of course
just the tip of the iceberg watching a child grow up, but it is shocking how much they transform in those 24 months. I mean for one, every year they just get bigger--like physically bigger, which is really novel. Because I never have the chance to see them STOP growing, in my
mind they will just keep growing every year... Imagine... And of course, for the most part, you
watch them grow more mature and responsible. You grow close to them. You become their
friend, role model, and jungle gym. At the age of 15, you watch as they take a vow of silence. Then they blossom into an approximation of ideal students and are gone.
The seasons of the school year also include the heart-wrenching and sometimes huge blessing of
tenkin, or staff transfers3 , that shocked me my first March in Japan. I’m not so familiar
with the process, fingers crossed, but I imagine it is something akin to waiting for a wartime
draft. We all wait nervously to hear our number called (of course, when I say “we,” I mean
everyone beside “me”). Some of us are ready to ship out, eager to see action. Others are terrified or crestfallen to hear they are leaving, others flee for Canada. To be perfectly honest,
this was really hard for me the first time around (now I’m jaded and weathered, thankfully).
Some of my closest teachers left. But in the ever present “beauty of the fleeting nature of
things,” it made me realize that I had made some strong connections with these people, and
the only reason it hurt to see them go was because we had become what you might refer to
as “friends.” In my mind, there would be more enjoyable ways to realize the significance of
our relationship than to be told you’ll never see someone again, but to each their own.
2 No sport has ever made me as sore as a few hours sitting, squatting, and kneeling at a gathering.
3 In Japan, a number of civil servants (teachers included) are “transferred” to different offices in April for the beginning of the fiscal year.
These transfers are announced rather abruptly in the days following the end of the school year.
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In the case of a new JTE, I assume especially in the case where you work with just one, it
was shockingly similar to a new relationship after a hard breakup. You want to be perfectly
happy, even more so. “No!” you tell yourself “I AM happier now.” But you find yourself comparing
the new to the old. “Well, my old JTE never made me grade papers...” “My old JTE always let
me do the morning warm up...” Then you realize you’re insane and very immature and move on
as professionally as possible. Of course, there are two sides to the New Horizon English Course 2.
(It turns out there are at least two sides and verrrry rarely less than six sides to literally everything in the world.) Anyway, once I was mid-class when suddenly I was asked to sing The
Carpenters. I shamefully declined. We watched a buffering Youtube version instead. The students’ brains melted. After class, my new JTE wanted to know what happened “back in third
period.” “Well,” I told her, “I don’t sing and I don’t know The Carpenters.” But, she said wistfully,
“My last ALT was a professional singer.” And we can never forget when they say the previous
ALT’s name… Oh, how my heart sinks! But just as all hearts recover, your new JTE becomes the
one you truly lov--I mean work with on a daily basis. It gives me pleasure, and I secretly lie
awake at night hoping, just hoping, that someday my JTEs will expect too much out of my successors and will call my successors “Garrett” on accident...
There is so much more to say, but I will say this: One of the most difficult things and something
we will soon be forced to confront is not what we are leaving behind, but what lies on our
horizon. How time passes outside of this bubble we are in. People get married. People move. Social, political, and environmental conditions change. It was shocking to realize that the world was
not on pause, waiting to resume when we get back. It turns out “the fleeting nature of things,”
beautiful or not, applies to the entire world at all times. But perhaps that was a wake-up call,
that this is not an isolated escapade that we will have to keep in a chest to fondly remember
once in awhile, but rather a remarkable chapter that will undoubtedly lead to new opportunities,
viewpoints, and personal growth. It IS going to be a struggle, no doubt to leave behind what
we have all fought to make in this home away from home. After all, I have been here for
approximately 16,598 hours.

But if nature is so fleeting, it also teaches us that it is cyclical and we
might someday cross paths with Japan, Kumamoto, our J T Es or students,
and if we’re lucky never again with the cockroaches and spiders. So let
us enjoy this rainy season, this season of farewell, and the beauty and
meaningfulness of the fleeting nature of things.
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